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Estimating a binomial p when you see p’ and not p

If you observe y ∼ Bin(n, p), it’s utterly classic and simple to estimate p and to make an

appropriate further analysis, with confidence intervals, etc. Often enough there’s something

extra coming into the picture, however, complicating matters – that what you count isn’t

exactly what you would have wished to count. Suppose that you really wish to estimate

and have inference for

p = Pr(A),

for a well-defined event A, but that what can be directly observed is instead a related event

A′, with

p′ = Pr(A′).

The statistical task is to go from information on p′ to information on p. This would

typically involve a separate model, like

p′ = h(p, φ), (♠)

with separate knowledge on both the h function and on additional parameters φ.

Here are four tentative examples of the above type.

(1) A is the event ‘person is ill’ but A′ is ‘person is diagnosed’.

(2) A is ‘student cheated on the exam’, but the student is partly hiding behind an additional

layer of randomisation, e.g. aided by an extra throw of a die:

Pr(saying yes | cheated) = 5/6,

Pr(saying yes | not cheated) = 1/6.

Such schemes are sometimes used with ‘intimate data’, where the study subjects agree in

advance on the randomisation mechanism. This way the statistician can attempt to back-

track one’s way from p′ to the real p, without the students admitting anything openly.

(3) Fisheries scientists wish to estimate the frequency of ‘wild salmon’ in various rivers, and

they do so by catching salmon and checking whether these are ‘wild salmon’ or ‘escaped

from salmon farms’. But it is acknowledged that the catchability factor is different for the

two types of salmon – there could in theory be thousands of wild salmon in the river, never

caught in the traps, whereas the others are caught and counted.

(4) One wishes to know as early as possible when an influenza epidemic is taking place.

In addition to counting the number of people finding their ways to their doctors and the

local apotek (typically a few days after having become ill), one can count the number of

people who use the word ‘cold’ (or similar) in their Facebook messages. Using such data

to assist in estimating both the volume and precision of an illness, over time, is a challenge

that can involve versions of (♠).
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There are different statistical methods for getting from p′ to p, so to speak. This project

will look into one or two such, perhaps with an actual application. We consider two basic

methods for dealing with these problems.

The first method is more or less as follows: Suppose one has

y ∼ Bin(n, p′) and p′ = h(p, φ),

with a prior density π0(φ) for the φ parameter (perhaps obtained via separate experiments).

Then start with

ℓ(p, φ) = log f(y, h(p, φ)) + log π0(φ),

with f(y, p′) the usual binomial probability for Bin(n, p′); then go to the profiled log-

likelihood

ℓprof(p) = max{ℓ(p, φ): all φ}

(which may be computed by numerical optimisation); and finally use the approximation

D(p) = 2{max ℓprof − ℓprof(p)} ∼ χ2
1.

This then leads to e.g.

{p:D(p) ≤ 3.841}

as an approximate 95% confidence interval for p, etc.

The second method is the Bayesian venue: One starts with a prior for p and a prior for φ,

say π1(p) and π0(φ), and then computes the posterior distribution for (p, φ), and can read

off the necessary interval for p, via simulations.

In the salmon catching experiment alluded to above, one would have data for many rivers,

but with more or less the same φ parameter across rivers. This leads to

ℓ(p1, . . . , pk, φ) =
k∑

i=1

log fi(yi, h(pi, φ)) + log π0(φ),

with fi(yi, p
′

i
) the binomial (ni, p

′

i
) probability, and then proceed with further profiling,

etc., as above.

The student would start with some simpler situations, with setups that lead to explicit

h(p, φ) formulae in (♠), and then carry out some simulation experiments, to learn how

well the ideas work. We are also interested in cases where the (♠) formula is ‘weakly

informative’ for p, so perhaps one needs a binomial experiment of size 10000 for p′ to learn

anything significant for p.

If time and appetite allow, the student could also apply one or two of these methods for

an ongoing and partly controversial salmon estimation project.
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(who will supervise this student project jointly)
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